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WITT Bridge Module - a SMART bridge between the analogue and the digital world
SMART is an acronym for Self-Monitoring, Analysis, ReportingTechnology and part of the new 
modular WITT BRIDGE measurement platform and components. The WITT Bridge Modules can be 
individually plugged together like in a modular system and thus exactly cover or supplement your 
monitoring needs. In addition, all modules are communicative, so they can monitor each other and
exchange component status and data, as well as being able to be connected to a SCADA system. 
Thus, the new WB modules not only connect the analogue with the digital world, but also create 
bridges between standardization and individualization.

A case for testing the switching behavior of earth short-circuiters
The mobile measuring case consists of a resistant special shell case and is used to test the 
switching behavior of grounding short-circuiters. It can test both AC and DC and even generates 
an output voltage of max. 500VDC or 800VAC in the battery version. With the help of this case, 
compliance with the DIN 50122 standard can be checked systematically and reliably.

InfoDay „Bahnberufe“, „Day of the railway industry“ and „Day of the rail“ - we are there!
WITT Solutions GmbH is looking forward to bringing young talents into contact with exciting 
training opportunities, which is why we are present on the InfoDay „Bahnberufe“ on May 6th, 2022 
at the BTC in Elstal, on May 19th, 2022 at the „Day of the Railway Industry“ and on September 16th 
and 17th, 2022 at the „Day of the Rail“. We are looking forward to having many visitors.

Last but not least:
Did you know that our products are distributed by international partners in many parts of Europe?

In the next newsletter you will find out:
How you can monitor DC voltages and AC components in parallel and pass them on to third 
parties for control
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